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Print

Revolver must be doing something right because the entire woke communist regime and cancel culture apparatus is coming after us, night and day.

Join the Revolver family and our fight to save America with a $49 per year ad-free subscription. And if you want to give extra during this critical time,
you can make a one-time or recurring monthly donation — whether it’s $1 or $1,000, every bit goes towards the battle to save our great nation. Or, give
a friend or loved one a Revolver annual subscription simply by checking the “Gift” option.

Several months back, Revolver published a shocking piece on U.S. meat farmers’ alleged plan to vaccinate livestock with the mRNA vaccine.

Dr. Malone was sounding the alarm about this startling move all the way back in January. Here’s in part what we wrote:

This could be one of the most alarming warnings yet from Dr. Malone. He wrote an essay on how mRNA vaccines are being injected into
livestock and companion animals.

That means, if you consume the vaccinated animal, the mRNA vaccine enters your body.

Dr. Malone:

In today’s substack, the state of mRNA “vaccines” for animal “health” is discussed.  Citing public sources, I will review what is known and
not known about commercial liaisons and partnerships, the corporations involved, ongoing research and products in various states of
development.
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Sadly, this shocking report from three months ago may become a reality this month.

Lawyer Tom Renz raised the red flag on Twitter, stating lobbyists for the cattleman and pork association in several states have confirmed they are going
through with this mRNA vaccine this month.

https://www.revolver.news/subscribe/


Tom Renz
@RenzTom · Follow

BREAKING NEWS: the lobbyists for the 
cattleman and pork associations in several 
states have CONFIRMED they WILL be using 
mRNA vaccines in pigs and cows THIS 
MONTH. WE MUST SUPPORT #Missouri 
#HB1169. It is LITERALLY the ONLY chance we 
have to prevent this… NO ONE knows the the…

2:18 PM · Apr 1, 2023

Read the full conversation on Twitter
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This is very alarming for many people, who already believe U.S. food is chock full of far too many chemicals, hormones and added preservatives that are
banned in other countries.

CBS News:

From baguettes to focaccia, Europe is famous for its bread. But there’s one ingredient conspicuously missing: Potassium bromate. It’s a
suspected carcinogen that’s banned for human consumption in Europe, China and India, but not in the United States.

In the U.S., the chemical compound is used by some food makers, usually in the form of fine crystals or powder, to strengthen dough. It is
estimated to be present in more than 100 products.

“There is evidence that it may be toxic to human consumers, that it may even either initiate or promote the development of tumors,”
professor Erik Millstone, an expert on food additives at England’s University of Sussex, told CBS News. He said European regulators take a
much more cautious approach to food safety than their U.S. counterparts.

Asked if it can be said with certainty that differences in regulations mean people in the U.S. have developed cancers that they would not
have developed if they’d been eating exclusively in Europe, Millstone said that was “almost certainly the conclusion that we could reach.”

It’s not just potassium bromate. A range of other chemicals and substances banned in Europe over health concerns are also permitted in the
U.S., including Titanium dioxide (also known as E171); Brominated vegetable oil (BVO) (E443); Potassium bromate (E924);
Azodicarbonamide (E927a) and Propylparaben (E217).
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Not to mention the stigma and controversy that is forever  attached to the mRNA vaccine. There are millions of people who want nothing at all to do
with an mRNA vaccine, and they certainly don’t want to serve it for dinner.

Below is a statement from Texas Commissioner Sid Miller on the mRNA vax and livestock fury that’s sweeping through social media.

“Since news of the development of mRNA vaccines and mRNA-related treatments for livestock came to the attention of the Texas
Department of Agriculture, we have been working towards developing a fact and science-based assessment of the risks associated with this
technology. Our analysis will include the clinical research, the structure of existing Texas law, and the public policy, economic, and
production impact of the different policy prescriptions we may adopt. I aim to ensure that Texas agriculture remains safe, trusted, healthy,
and wholly uninfected by dangerous or unproven technology.”

“I personally take this issue very seriously. No political hot takes. Just a well-reasoned and well-researched proposal based on a wide range
of input from stakeholders, scientists, agriculturalists, and other experts. We are looking at this issue at TDA and will share your concerns.
Please stay tuned…”

The National Cattleman’s Association claims there is currently no licensing to administer mRNA vaccines in livestock and the news being spread around
is “fake.”
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Here is their statement:

The National Cattlemen’s Beef Association responded Wednesday to rumors circulating social media about mRNA vaccines. Various posts
claimed the cattle industry will soon be administering cows with mRNA vaccines in an effort to vaccinate humans against Covid-19 through
the consumption of milk and beef.

In a statement to RFD-TV, NCBA said, “There are no current mRNA vaccines licensed for use in beef cattle in the United States. Cattle
farmers and ranchers do vaccinate cattle to treat and prevent many diseases, but presently none of these vaccines include mRNA
technology.”

It should be noted that the publication who posted the statement from the Cattlemen’s Association and called the concern “fake news” is RFD TV — a
Rural Media Group that was launched in December of 2000, RFD-TV is the nation’s first 24-hour television network featuring programming focused on
the agribusiness…

We encourage you to read the entire Revolver piece on Dr. Malone’s warnings over mRNA vaccines in livestock. You can find that article here.

SUPPORT REVOLVER NEWS — Donate HERE

Subscribe to ad-free and ditch the ads… just $49 per year or $5 per month…
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Please read our Comment Policy before commenting.
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Reply •

− ⚑

4 days ago

YOU BETTER GET FOOD,ENERGY AND MED INDEPENDENT, THESE PEOPLE IN DC INTEND TO KILL US ALL ONE WAY OR THE OTHER.
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Captain Lou  

Reply •

− ⚑> jabo54

4 days ago

The only people that should be getting the mRNA are Democrats…..
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Reply •
Put that garbage in meat and you'll destroy meat sales, at home and abroad.
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Ian MacLean  

Reply •

− ⚑> Southern Style

4 days ago

You know that’s part of the plan. There’s always bugs and plants!
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teddie77  

Reply •

− ⚑> Ian MacLean

3 days ago

Bingo! Cass Sunstein, Obama’s scar was pushing the , no more cows, way back then
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Bob Jones  

Reply •

− ⚑> Southern Style

4 days ago

These people will be guilty of mass murder. They should be hung right now.
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Oprah tried it once and lost... and now they are doing it to themselves.
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Reply •
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[They] want US dead,!!
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New_Exile − ⚑
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It's coming and they won't disclose nothing. They need you dead so they're not enough to stand up.
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Fauci should be executed.
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Eat Mo Chikin!
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Southern Style  
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While you can.
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a�ant  
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Are cows dying of covid or are cow farts worth killing for..?

THAT is the question..
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SAPPER  

Reply •
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Before this the good doctor said they were working on putting in our lettuce. Would you like a salad with your steak? No thanks, I think
I'll go home and have venison butter�y chops.
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White self-hatred is SICK!!!  − ⚑> SAPPER
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And when they take your guns, hope u know how to use a bow & arrow
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I live in a Free Red State, no CWP required. The deer was harvested with a compound bow and arrow
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I am allergic to the mRNA vaccine. How will that be addressed? I sure hope that warning labels are attached to the affected products.
After I had my 2nd COVID vaccination I had a serious allergic reaction. The attending physician, at the VA, told me that if I wanted to stay
alive I should never get another COVID vaccination.
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Have you considered the Vegan lifestyle?
No, me either.
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Reply •
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I love plant-based food: beef, pork, and chicken are all excellent products based on consumption of plants.
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Malone has already mentioned they are trying to put it in lettuce.
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So, which is it? Are they using it or not?
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Patricat − ⚑
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The Cattlemen's Association and the Pork Association had better �gure out that they won't be selling any more of their products to
anybody if they do this.
Good a to go �at broke in one month
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The animal mRNA vax could be false info to scare people into not eating meat. They have been trying to eliminate consumption of meat
for a long time.
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The National Cattlemen’s Beef Association's statement to RFD-TV, “There are no current mRNA vaccines licensed for use in beef cattle
in the United States. Cattle farmers and ranchers do vaccinate cattle to treat and prevent many diseases, but presently none of these
vaccines include mRNA technology", MAY not actually be true. A 2021 article describes 5 different types of gene-modi�cation
"vaccines" routinely used in animals, going as far back as 2016, and these include "DNA, RNA and recombinant viral-vector vaccines...
[to] induce both humoral and cellular immune response" - https://www.frontiersin.org.... However, the company VectorBuilder's website
(as an example) describes all gene-modifying "services" they provide as "mRNA Gene Delivery Solutions" - "VectorBuilder provides a one-
stop solution for the development of mRNA-based therapeutics, such as vaccines, gene editing, chimeric antigen receptor (CAR), and
protein expression in cells or embryos. Based on extensive design and production experience, our team can support researchers for in
vitro transcription (IVT) vector design, vector cloning, in vitro mRNA synthesis, mRNA-LNP production, and in vitro/in vivo functional
testing to accelerate the development of mRNA-based vaccines and gene therapy", and, if I read things correctly, some of these are
types used in current gene-modifying animal "vaccines" - https://en.vectorbuilder.co.... Therefore, the NCBA spokesperson may have
been using a trick of wording to wriggle away from the topic.

And, reports are that Pharma is feverishly working to convert ALL animal vaccines to gene-modifying types on the QT, especially mRNA -
https://themadtruther.com/2... https://healthimpactnews.co... https://www.theepochtimes.c....
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Texas Commissioner (((Sid Miller)))
Yeah, sure. I'm sure he's going to look into this issue fairly. Riiiiight!
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I don't know about RFD- TV anymore. They use Christina to push the mRNA covid vaccine. They seem to totally ignore the avalanch of
evidence that the mRNA covid vaccine is deadly, poisonous and does nothing to prevent covid. I do believe they've been bought, paid off
to push this crap.
I'm leary of anything they say anymore. Christina has been an absolute favorite of mine for many many years, I've watched he grow up
on tv but now she's been bought I'm not believing many of her segments anymore.
I do believe the FDA is in cahoots with the vaccine pushers and will be only eating my own farm raised or locally raised beef, pork and
chicken.
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Live stock has been vaccinated for years. Every plant an animal you eat contains DNA, RNA, mRNA of all kinds from plants, animals and
bacteria. Our digestive system breaks that down into nutrients.

This is very different from mRNA vaccine which is injected directly into your body, bypassing the digestive system.

Don't get paranoid.
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Sick EVIL Bastards -
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NCBA said, “There are no current mRNA vaccines licensed for use in beef cattle in the United States". BTW Hunter's laptop was "Russian
disinformation"!
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If you haven't made friends with a local farmer by now, it may be too late for you.
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I don't understand why they are actively trying to kill all human and animal life on earth with these injections...are they "Plant-Based"
humanoids or something? Is Fauci a fungus-controlled human, like in "The Last of Us"?
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Jews
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When is Clinton's cow getting her �rst?
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I don't think zoning in my suburban community will allow me to raise my own cow?
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